
International Bareboat Skipper Course

COURSE DETAILS 
The fast-track to International Bareboat Skipper is a practical and professionally run course; it comprises of 10 sailing 
days and 10 nights aboard

You will be sailing during the day around the islands located close to Koh Chang. You will experience the freedom of 
living aboard a boat. You will have a private cabin, couples can enjoy a shared cabin. Single occupancy is available, 
though we do have a two person minimum for the course, contact us for options and pricing. The facilities aboard are 
shared, there is an inside and outside shower. In the evening we will moor or anchor near shore, with plenty of free 
time to enjoy the beautiful surroundings.

The course is price includes all your tuition, your accommodation aboard, snacks and drinks. We usually go out for 
dinner ashore and enjoy the atmosphere of the local restaurants in a Marina or on a beach, depending on our 
location. These are the meals not included in the price. All other costs like mooring, safety equipment, fuel and such 
are covered in the price.

Depending on the number of students you will be sailing on a 31’ or 35’ feet Monohull. The instructor to student ratio 
will not be more than 1 to 3.

The course content consists of the following modules:
• Sailing terminology
• Maneuvers and points of sail
• Navigation rules
• Aids to navigation
• Safety equipment and procedures
• Advanced sailing under sail and under power
• Crew overboard
• Return and secure
• Knots
• Navigation and weather
• Sail/Cruise plan
• Seamanship
• Emergencies
• Onboard systems 
• Responsibilities of a bareboat skipper
•  Crew safety checks
•  Hull and rig checks
•  Machinery and systems checks
• Fuel and water capacity and range
• Menus and quantities
• Float plan
• Sources of meteorological information
• Weather patterns
• Sea and land breezes
• Cloud types and formations
• Pilotage and passage planning
• Considerations when planning a passage
• Routine for navigating a coastal passage



• Passage strategy
• Port regulations, customs, immigration
• Pilotage plans
• Vessel handling in confined quarters
•  Mooring, anchoring, coming alongside
•  Ropes, knots, care and use of lines
•  General deck work
•  Tides and currents theory
•  Tidal heights, springs and neaps
•  Rule of “twelfths”
•  Position fixing, running fixes
•  Plotting the effect of tides and currents
•  Collision regulations
•  Lights, shapes and sounds
•  Application of the regulations
•  Advanced dingy handling

ITINERARY 
What can you expect on our Fast track to Bareboat Cruising course

Day 1 
 9.00AM: Arrive at Siam Royal View Marina for breakfast with your new crewmates and instructor. We can provide 
accommodation the night before, this will come at an extra cost, please contact us for options. After breakfast and 
receiving your course manual get settled in your cabin and you and your crewmates will get the boat ready to sail out! 
Safety is very important; your instructor will go over all the safety procedures with you. 

After lunch there will be time for a swim in the crystal clear waters. 

Every day you will moor or anchor up for the night around 5.00PM and either cook aboard or go ashore to have 
dinner, this will be depending on the location.

Day 2  – Day 5 
Wake up to the sounds of the sea. You will get your sea legs as your instructor continues to teach you going through 
the course syllabus. All the modules in the course outline will be covered. The instructor will take time with every 
student to make sure you all have a good level of competency at the end of the week. The second week is than more 
focused on becoming a commander of the vessel.

The locations visited during the course can change on short notice due to weather and other conditions, but for your 
reference they will most likely include: Koh Mak, Koh Kood, Koh Chang islands

There is a written test that will be taken by every student.

Day 6  – Day 10 
Your instructor will continue to teach you and go over all you have learned in the first week. You will find that things 
start to make sense and that you are feeling more confident performing crew duties. As you progress during the 
week, your instructor, while also constantly drilling you on theory, will start to let you take command and make sure 
you are becoming a competent and safe skipper! You will experience some of the most beautiful sailing grounds while 
learning how to become a competent bareboat skipper. All the modules in the course outline will be covered. Your 
instructor will take time with every student to make sure you all have a good level of competency at the end of the 
week and are confident in your preparation for taking the exam



Day 11 
On the last day we sail back to Siam Royal View Marina. Once back ashore we will finish the course with a written 
exam and assuming all goes well, our pass rate is 100% so far, We will organize the paperwork and you will receive 
your credit-card style IYT certificate by post from IYT headquarters.

WHAT TO BRING 
Sailing means living in close quarters so please try to travel light, please do not bring any hard, big suitcases with 
wheels that are difficult to store. A backpack or sports/duffel bag would be best. Some recommendations on what to 
bring aboard:
–        Comfortable airy clothes – long sleeve t shirts and shorts advised
–        Deck or soft shoes
–        Sunglasses, wide bream hat and sunscreen/block
–        Bathing suit
–        Wash kit
–        Drypack for document, phones etc
–        Travel insurance

CERTIFICATE LIMITATIONS 
• Command of a vessel up to a maximum length of 78 ft /24 metres
• In coastal waters up to 20 miles offshore
• In daylight hours and in fair conditions with moderate wind and sea conditions
• This certificate is the level of competence that one needs when chartering a boat in the 

Mediterranean or West Indies where there are restrictions in terms of cruising area and distance 
from the base and the vessel has to be safely moored in a marina or anchored before dark


